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FE Credit Valuation Analysis
Introduction


On April 28th, 2021, Vietnam Prosperity Joint Stock Commercial Bank (“VPBank”)
reached an agreement with SMBC Consumer Finance Co., Ltd (“SMCCF”), a
consolidated subsidiary of Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group, Inc. (“SMBC Group”)
(Japan) to sell 49% equity stake in VPBank Finance Company Limited (“FE
Credit”) with the valuation of US$2.8bn. This analysis aimed to compare FE
Credit’s valuation with that of previous transactions in the consumer finance
market and assess the impacts of the transaction on FE Credit and VPBank.

Data source


This analysis utilizes publicly disclosed information and the in-house consumer
finance sector database of FiinGroup.

Result


FE Credit is valued at a price to book (P/B) of around 3.4x, price to earning (P/E)
of around 22x and Price to loan book of around 0.9x. This is calculated based on
FE Credit’s financial data of the year 2020 and its estimated book value after FE
Credit’s charter capital is raised to VND10.9 trn.



FE Credit’s P/B is around 42% higher than the average of past comparable
transactions.



While the financial results of FE Credit reflect its currently dominant position in the
sector, it is also well known in the market that FE Credit has been investing
heavily for long in cutting-edge digital platforms including lending, wealth
management and insurance services and in the process of orchestrating a
comprehensive eco-system around it. This will ring fence its 10M+ customers and
more while validating its optimal business model and thus ensuring its sustainable
success in the future. This is the reason for its valuation in line with the new and
existing shareholders’ expectation even during the pandemic.
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Source: FiinGroup
Note:
• Although there are transactions amongst local investors during the restructuring process of consumer finance
sector in the past, for comparison purposes in the analysis, we decided to choose 4 similar transactions in sales
of equity stakes in Vietnamese finance companies to foreign strategic buyers in the last 5 years.
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FE Credit Valuation Analysis
FE CREDIT VALUATION MULTIPLES
No Date of Announcement

Target Companies

Buyer

Seller

1

FE Credit

SMBC

VPBank

28/4/2021

% Transfer

Deal Value
US$m

Deal
Value
VNDbn

49.0%

1,371.4

31,817.1

2,800

64,960.0

Deal Value
US$m
39.1
37.3
150.0
75.6

Deal
Value
VNDbn
833.2
865.0
3,480.0
1,700.0

P/B

3.4
3.4

P/E

21.9
21.9

Price/ Loan
book
(Note 3)

0.98
0.98

COMPARABLE TRANSACTIONS
No Date of Announcement

Target Companies

Buyer

Seller

1
2
3
4

HDFinance
MCredit
Prudential Finance
Techcombank Finance

Credit Saison
Shinsei Bank
Shinhan Card
Lotte Card

HDBank
MBBank
Prudential Holdings
Techcombank

25/12/2014
21/11/2016
25/01/2018
29/09/2017

% Transfer
49.0%
49.0%
100.0%
100.0%

AVERAGE

P/B

P/E

2.57
2.27
2.61
2.30

7.62
(15.76)
15.84
100.17

2.4

27.0

Price/ Loan
book
(Note 3)
0.36
2.28
0.62
N/A

1.1

Source: FiinGroup
Note:
• P/B of FE Credit: Based on FE Credit’s estimated book value at the time of transaction after FE Credit’s charter capital is raised to VND10.928 trn
• P/E of FE Credit: Based on profit after tax of FE Credit at FY2020
• Price to loan book of FE Credit: Based on total loan book of FE Credit on 31 March 2021
• Average P/E, P/B: Simple average of comparable transactions’s valuation in terms of PE, PB. The value of each transaction is collected from the sellers’ financial statements.
• Price/Loan book: Not applicable for transaction between Lotte Card and TCB as at the time of transaction, Techcombank Finance did not have consumer finance operations and in substance, it was a transaction to sell a license of a
finance company.
• For the valuation of financial institutions, P/B is the preferred ratio over P/E ratio. Hence, the P/E ratios here are for reference only. In addition, high P/E valuation of comparable transactions is mainly due to the transaction of TCB
Finance (a licensed consumer finance company which had yet to come into operation at the time of transaction) in the past.



Valuation of FE Credit transaction is also higher than current average valuation of listed commercial banks (average P/B at 1.79x and P/E at 16x). FE Credit’s dominant market
share in a more profitable credit business segment, its proven business model as well as its comprehensive innovative digital solutions to capture high growth prospects in the
future has been valued more favorably by the new investor than that of traditional commercial banks.
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FE Credit Valuation Analysis


from this transaction (Note: US$230mn = VND10.9trn x 49%/23,200 VND/USD),
equivalent to around VND26.5trn, in Retained Earnings item on VPB’s 2021
Consolidated Balance Sheet.

According to our opinion, FE Credit deserves a higher valuation compared to
that of previous transactions as well as listed banks in Vietnam due to the
following reasons:
➢ FE Credit is the leading company who owns the largest market share
(around 46% in term of sector’s loan book) amongst consumer finance
companies operating in Vietnam. Despite COVID-19 impacts, the Company
has maintained strong financial health reflected in such financial indicators
as NIM, NPL, liquidity, financial leverage, profitability etc.,



➢ The Company has been a pioneer in the sector for long in developing
cutting-edge digital platforms, orchestrating a comprehensive eco-system
around them and applying innovative technology solutions to improve
customer experience, optimizing both front-end and back-end operational
processes, reaching more customers directly with personalized offerings.
Therefore, FE Credit would continue strengthening its leading position
successfully in the time to come.

➢ The high valuation above also present control premium which is paid by the
foreign strategic buyer when purchasing a 49% equity stake of a leading
company in the sector.




In substance, the transaction is basically the VPBank’s divestment of a 49%
stake in FE Credit. According to our calculation, in short term, FE Credit will
receive a cash inflow of VND3,600bn (~ US$154mn) which is the amount of
additional equity capital provided by VPBank to increase its charter capital to
VND10.9trn just prior to the transaction.
The majority of the transaction’s cash flow, around US$1.2bn (= US$2.8bn x
49% - US$154mn), will flow into VPBank. In terms of accounting treatment,
according to Circular 202/2014 issued by Ministry of Finance, VPBank will
record a profit of around US$1.14bn (= US$1.37bn – US$230mn).
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In the long term, after the M&A transaction, we expect that FE Credit would benefit
from a synergy with SMBC in many aspects:
–

Low-cost funding from SMBC: According to our opinion, FE Credit would take
advantage of this opportunity to raise new capital and/or restructure its
current funding structure so as to mobilize low-cost funds from Japan partner,
which would helps improve its cost of funds, NIM, profit and profitability of FE
Credit without pursuing risky products and/or risky customer segments.
Similar patterns can also be seen through financial indicators and operational
performance of local finance companies who are invested by Japanese
players in Vietnam such as HD Saison, Mcredit, JACCS.

–

FE Credit is expected to receive in-depth expertise and hand-on experience
in risk management and product development in consumer finance sector
from SMBCCF who has been the top tier consumer finance company in
Japan and has many consumer finance subsidiaries in China, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Thailand.

For VPBank, the proceeds from the divestment would improve its tier 1 capital and
capital adequacy ratio (CAR), which helps the bank to pursue more new business
opportunities in the market.
Moreover, assuming other conditions remain unchanged, accounting treatment
mentioned above would increase VPBank’s book value on its consolidated
balance sheet at the end of the first quarter of 2021 by around 47%, improving the
P/B valuation of VPBank down to 1.74x from the current 2.56x (calculation based
on the VPBank’s number of outstanding shares and its share price as of April 29th,
2021).
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FiinGroup At A Glance: Corporate Profile
As a Vietnam's leader in financial data & analytics, we commit to provide information, insights and technology that
drive the financial markets.
 Established in March 2008, FiinGroup has become a market leader in
providing financial data, business information, industry research and other
data-driven analytics services in Vietnam.

Date of establishment:

March 11, 2008

Legal representative:

Mr. Nguyen Quang Thuan

 In September 2014, our company entered a strategic capital and business
alliance with Nikkei Inc. & QUICK Corp (Japan) under which the Japanese
partners hold 35.1% equity stake in our company and jointly support
Japanese investors in Vietnam.

Charter capital:

VND 25 billion

Shareholders:

 FiinGroup has been serving more than 1,000 local and foreign financial
institutions and corporations through our fintech platform as a service (PaaS),
annual packages and on-call services.

Nikkei: 17.55%;
QUICK: 17.55%;
Management and Others: 64.9%

Strategic Partners:

 In October 2019, FiinGroup expanded its B2C model with the introduction of
FiinTrade Platform for individual investors and traders in Vietnam Stock
Market.

 FiinGroup officially expanded into the field of Credit Rating Agency (CRA)
after being licensed by the Ministry of Finance on 20/03/2020, the license
number 02/GPXH/02/BTC dated 20/03/2020
 FiinGroup currently has over 100 staffs including Data Analysts, Business
Analysts, Market Researchers, IT Engineers and Client Advisors working at
Hanoi Head Office and Branch Office in Ho Chi Minh City.
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Auditor:

PricewaterhouseCoopers

No. of employees:

105 (as of December 2020)
Data Analysts, Business Analysts,
Market Analysts, Risk Analysts incl.
CFA, ACCA, CPA charterholders
IT Engineers & Client Advisors

Location:

Hanoi Head Office
Ho Chi Minh City Branch
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FiinGroup At A Glance: Corporate Profile
FiinGroup provides financial data, business information, industry research and other data-driven analytics services
via Platform as a Service (PaaS), annual package and on-call services.

▪ FiinPro Platform

▪ Business Evaluation Report

▪ FiinTrade Platform

▪ FiinConnex Platform

▪ API Datafeed

▪ FiinGate Platform
▪ BI Analytics

▪ Industry Report

▪ Issuer Credit Ratings

▪ Customized Market Research

▪ Bond Credit Ratings

▪ Commercial Due Diligence

▪ Corporate Rating Report

▪ Market Entry Advisory

▪ Credit Evaluation
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Disclaimer
 This Report is prepared by FiinGroup Joint Stock Company for reference purpose only. It does not recommend buying, selling or holding any stock or any other particular
transaction.
 The information contained in this Report, including FiinGroup's data, figures, tables, analysis and comments, is used for reference only at your own discretion and risk
appetite. FiinGroup will not be responsible for any loss or consequences that may result from the use of information contained in this report.

 This Report is subject to change without notice. The content and opinion in this Report may be changed or outdated depending on the actual situation and additional
information we have. FiinGroup will not be responsible for updating, modifying and adding content arising from those changes.
 The information is compiled and processed based on public sources obtained by FiinGroup, we do not perform independent verification of the accuracy, completeness or
reliability and we make no warranty or guarantee to the accuracy of such information.
 FiinGroup Joint Stock Company holds the copyright on this report and all the content in this Report. This report is copyright protected under the law on copyright in
Vietnam and other countries under international copyright conventions and treaties that Vietnam is a member.
 None of the content, including data, figures, tables, models, and comments in this report may be duplicated, copied, modified, commercialized, or published fully or partly
in any form without the prior written permission of FiinGroup.
 FiinGroup is Vietnam’s leader in financial data analytics, market research and credit rating service (credit rating service License No.02/GXN-XHTN of Vietnam's Ministry
of Finance dated March 30, 2020). Accordingly, FiinGroup does not participate and is not allowed to participate in securities brokerage and consulting activities, banking
services and auditing services. We impose a supervisory system to ensure all directors, managers and employees comply with these regulations and avoid conflicts of
interest to ensure absolute independence in our each and any activity.
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Contact us
Le Xuan Dong, CFA
Director, Head of Market Research & Consulting Services
T: (84-24) 3562 6962 (ext. 110)
E: dong.le@fiingroup.vn

Do Thi Quynh Lien
Senior Analyst, Financial Information Services
T: (84-24) 3562 6962 (ext. 108)
E: lien.do@fiingroup.vn

Head Office
10th Floor, Peakview Tower, 36 Hoang Cau, O Cho Dua, Dong Da,
Hanoi, Vietnam
Tel: (84-24) 3562 6962
Email: info@fiingroup.vn

Ho Chi Minh City Branch
3rd Floor, Profomilk Plaza Building, 51-53 Vo Van Tan, Ward 6,
District 3, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
Tel: (84-28) 3933 3586
Email: info@fiingroup.vn
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